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I.V. House TLC® UltraSplint 939S-Ultra or 939M-Ultra / Directions
Single Use Only–Fits either wrist. 939S fits most infants / 939M fits most toddlers.
The TLC UltraSplint can be applied to the wrist before or after inserting IV and connecting to 3" extension set or IV tubing.

Secure fingers by applying a half-inch strip 
of tape to the anchor strip placed earlier.

Wrap tape around fingers and back onto 
the anchor tape on the bottom. Fold under 
one end to create a tab for easy removal.

Wrap strap around forearm. Thread Velcro tab through slot at fore-
arm. Pull the tab through the slot, fold the strap back around the 
outer edge of the splint onto itself, and secure it with the Velcro tab.

Note: Slip one finger beneath each strap to ensure the fabric is not 
so tight that it impedes circulation or infusion of IV fluids.

If the wrist strap obscures the catheter insertion site, consider a 
crisscross strap configuration instead.

Put the wrist strap through the forearm slot and the forearm strap 
through the wrist slot. This will allow easy visual inspection of the 
catheter insertion site.

Wrap strap around wrist. Thread Velcro® tab 
through slot in the splint at patient’s wrist.

Pull the tab through the slot, fold the strap 
back around the outer edge of the splint 
onto itself, and secure it with the Velcro tab.

Turn the splint over and apply a strip of tape to the foam 
on the back of the splint, near the end with no strap.

This is an anchor tape strip to which all other tape  will 
be applied.

Do not cover back 
openings with tape.

Velcro® tabs

Place the splint under the patient’s fore-
arm, with the heel of the hand landing in 
the slight bend in the device. This places 
the hand in a functional position.

Straps are 
pre-attached on 
right side.

Unroll the TLC UltraSplint straps and identify 
the smooth concave surface of the splint.

This concave surface will be placed against 
the patient’s hand and forearm.

Optional Strap Configuration
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